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Abstract: - Now a day’s mobile devices are developed to provide various functions, storing the 

sensitive information. There for it is necessary to install the authentication system which will 

protect this information and mobile systems from unauthorized users. Moreover, the 

development of the mobile system is moving forward towards the touch screen system for user 

friendly and quick access mechanism. In this paper, figure pressure is detected over the touch 

pad acting like touch screen device, to observe behavioral manners of users. These behaviors are 

keystroke dynamics and the finger pressure. It is observed that the finger pressure gives the 

discriminative information more than keystroke dynamics with the k-NN analytical method. In 

addition, using only the finger pressure produces high accuracy rate of 99%. 
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I. Introduction: Nowadays, Mobile devices, such as cellular phones and Personal Digital 

Assistants (PDAs), become widespread in excess over 3 billion users. Most of them are operated 

by touching a display commonly used because the touch screen interface is easy to use and user-

friendly operates. Currently, mobile devices are used to not only make or receive a call, take 

photos, and play video games, but also give the special assistance in the business, such as 

providing internet access, directing access to e-mail and cooperating data, transferring money, and 

managing bank account. As a consequence, the authentication of users for mobile devices has 

become an important issue. According to [2], the authentication on mobile devices can be 

classified in three fundamental approaches. The first approach is using a PIN (Personal 

Identification Number) or a password is technique called a secrete-knowledge based technique. It 

offers a standard level of protection and provide cheap and quick authentication. Unfortunately, it 

is not enough to the safeguard mobile device and data access through them because passwords 

have never been completely protected by the owners because there are various unavoidable 

problems such as sharing passwords with other people or any other systems. Moreover, the result 

of a survey from [3] has shown that most users agree that using PIN is very inconvenient and they 

do not have confidence in the protection of the PIN facility provides. The second approach is the 

SIM (Subscriber Identification Module) or token-based technique. In this approach, when users 



do not want to use the mobile, the mobile’s SIM must be removed. However, removing SIM is 

not convenient that is why not recommended. The last approach is biometric technique in which 

unique characteristic of a person is observed that provides an improvement on the current 

authentication. Biometrics relevance with the identification and verification of individual based 

on human characteristics.  

 

 

A.  Different Biometric techniques  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Types of Biometric 

 

Biometric approaches are of two types: physiological and behavioral biometrics. Physiological 

biometric is based on physical characteristics, such as face recognition, fingerprint, DNA, hand 

and iris scanning. Behavioral biometric is based on the way people do things, such as keystroke 

dynamics, mouse movement, and speech recognition. While using any kind of mobile phones, 

people can’t avoid interaction with keystroke dynamics. On the other hand each person may have 

different styles to press the key because the typing style is based on user’s experience and 

individual skill which is difficult to copy. As per [1] Using keystroke dynamics and the finger 

pressure information are the features to authenticate users to increase the accuracy using the 

combination of behavioral biometrics.  

 



II. Related Work 

A keystroke dynamics is based on the assumption that different people have different unique 

habitual rhythm of typing. Researcher Gaines [5] was done first study in 1980 who showed that 

the keystroke timing is a practicable authentication measure. Various researches on user 

authentication using the keystroke dynamics are still going on and numbers of the researches are 

rapidly increasing in this field. The evaluation of keystroke dynamics is based on the traditional 

statistical analysis or the relatively newer pattern recognition technique. Previous researchers used 

the pattern recognition approach like z-test [5], neural network [6],[7],Bayesian classifiers [6]. 

Nevertheless, all of these studies focus on the keystroke dynamics input from a keyboard of 

standard PC. Very few studies have considered the feasibility of the keystroke dynamics on 

mobile devices. In 2002, Mantyjarvit et al. [8] has investigated the keystroke recognition for the 

virtual keyboard that used to interact with the hand held electronic devices, such as mobile phones 

and PDAs. The findings have shown that the accuracy for keystroke recognition using k-NN 

classification is nearly 100%.  

Additionally, Clarke et al. [7] investigated the feasibility of authenticating users based on their 

typing 4-digits represented PIN number and 11-digits represented telephone number on mobile 

devices using the neural network method – showing that for at least some of the participant the 

keystroke latency as viable discriminative characteristics. Moreover, they also investigated on the 

utilization of keystroke analysis as authentication method of thumb-based keyboard  in device that 

offers the tactile environment[9]. The results from both studied showed that from the two 

traditionally used keystroke characteristics, the inter key gave promising results.  

As per researcher Grabham [10], the analysis of a biometric based on force and key press duration 

of a user entering a PIN on an ATM type interface coupled with a component-wise verification 

method was introduce. The result of this investigation indicated that using force and key press 

duration can identify users with high accuracy and low error rate. 

 

III. Review of Procedure Used 

This section described the feasibility study to authenticate a user using combination of force 

sensitive and keystroke dynamics. An experimental device is a notebook touch pad acting like a 

mobile touch screen; the measurement of force and value of  keystroke dynamics is performed 

when the user enters 10-digit number on  touch pad, the process is elaborated as follows. 

 

A. Data Gathering 

The size of the notebook touchpad, Synaptic Touchpad is 3.6×7 cm2 dividing to the same size of 

1.2×1.5cm2 keys, total 12 keys. Sensitivity of pad is approximately 1000 dots per inch. 

Furthermore, all participants will have time to get used to this touch pad before the measurement 

process. As per the research of [7] 10-digit input value has a longer feature set and made it more 

difficult for an imposter to duplicate. The sample size of 10 that is n=10 ( female=4 and male=6) 

typed their mobile numbers which are 10 digits long 30 times continuously and repeatedly.  

Measurement values on the touch pad such as finger pressure and finger position will be 

recorded every 20 ms. 

 

B. Extracting Features 

Keystroke dynamics and the finger pressure can be detected on the pad which is called as 

behavior information. Three features extracted from these behaviors. Two features were 

extracted during the keystroke dynamics: the inter-key and the hold-time. Another one feature is 



the finger pressure which is the force applied over the finger position. The inter-key is the 

duration of interval between two successive keys; the hold-time is the time interval between the 

pressing and releasing the single key. The hold-time and inter-key of a volunteer performing one 

time measurement by typing a 10-digit number are calculated as shown in fig2. As there are 10 

participants entering 30 times 10-digit numbers there are 3000 values of the hold time, 2700 

values of the inter-key and 3000 values of the finger pressure. These values will be constructed 

as vectors to be analyzed as described in the next section. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Hold-time and Inter-key for a 10-digit number 

 

IV. Data Structuring 

Since this experiment is interested in using both hold-time and inter-key, vectors of each value 

will be constructed to determine its characteristics before the combination of these two values is 

determined the action effect of hold-time and inter-key. Considering the hold-time values of each 

person that presses one time for a 10-digit number, a vector in R+ × R+ ×...× R+ (10 terms) when 

R+ is the set of all positive real numbers is created and can be written as follows. HTi = 

[Hi,1,Hi,2,...,Hi,10 ] Where i j H , denotes the hold-time at the round i of digit j . As same as the 

hold-time value, the feature of the inter-key which is the interval duration between the two 

successive key, will be generated nine values for one time press of 10 digits. Thus, a vector in R+ 

× R+ ×...× R+ (9 terms) when R+ is the set of all positive real numbers is created and can be 

written as follows. IKi = [Ii,1,I i,2,..., Ii,9 ] Where i j I , denotes the inter-key at the round i of 

digit j . In order to determine the interaction among the hold-time and the inter-key, the 

concatenation of vector HTi and IKi is performed as follows. (HT × IK)i = [Hi,1,Hi,2,...,Hi,10 , 

Ii,1, Ii,2 ,..., Ii,9 ] Considering the finger pressure value, this value is obtained in different 

manners from other values mentioned above. Since the pressing area is not a single small point 

but it consists of multiple points on the pad, therefore, there are multiple pressing values over the 

pressed pad for each pressed digit. Thus, the average value of these multiple pressing values is 

used as the representative for one pressing digit, as shown in Figure 3. As same as other vectors, 

the vector of the finger pressure values is constructed as follows. FPi = [Pi,1,Pi,2,..., Pi,10 ] 

Where i j P, denotes the average value of finger pressure values at the round i of digit j . 

 

 



 
Figure 3. Calculation method of the finger pressure value 

 

V.  Analyzing Features 

After transforming the data, we investigated the preliminary feasibility of this behavioral 

biometrics by k-NN classification method that is widely used in data analysis [8] [11]. In k-NN 

classification the similarity between a validation sample (testing set) vector and reference vectors 

(training set) are computed using Euclidean distances. The class of feature vector is determined 

by selecting the class that has majority among the k-nearest neighbors; these are called k-nearest 

neighbors [8]. Since the total size of a data set is 30 vector values for each person, thus, this set 

was divided into two groups for in the analytical process; two-third for training set (20 vectors), 

and one third for testing set (10 vectors). The pattern classification test was performed with one 

user acting as the valid user, while all others are acting as impostors. 

In all biometrics, the measurement values to assess the performance of keystroke dynamics are 

defined as following: 

• False Acceptance Rate (FAR) refers to the percentage of imposter was accepted by the system. 

• False Rejection Rate (FRR) refers to the percentage of authorized users was rejected from the   

system. 

• Equal Error Rate (EER) refers to the rate at which both accept and reject errors are equal. 

Moreover, this value is used to compare the performance of different biometric techniques. 

 

VI. Discussion 

As the fact that the use of mobile devices is rapidly growth and developed, the motivation of 

stealing is also increased. Therefore, in order to protect the mobile devices, in every type of 

mobile hardware, the authentication system was implemented. One method to authenticate the 

mobile users is the use of biometric value, measured from the biometrics methods. The results in 

this paper that measure the EER values, using k-NN method, from three different behavior 

measurement values: the hold-time (H), the inter-keys (I), the finger pressure (P) shows that 

using the finger pressure as the indicator to identify users is the best measurement value although 

[10] had proposed that the accuracy to identify users can be obtained from the interaction of all 



three factors (HIP) analyzed by the component-wise verification scheme. Additionally, using the 

interaction among the hold-time and the finger pressure is also another choice to identify users 

with high accuracy, in order to protect any forges because the accuracy rate is 99% which is 

somehow much better than using the keystroke dynamics that analyzed by FF-MLP proposed by 

[7]. Nevertheless, [8] proposed that the keystroke dynamics can also be applied to identify users 

with high accuracy, 99%, under the use of the k-NN analytical method. 

 

VII. Conclusion 

Since mobile devices are developed to serve various functions, thus important data may be stored 

in the mobile memory card. In order to protect those information and mobile system from 

unauthorized users, the authentication system must be installed unavoidably. Although there are 

various authenticate methods, using bio data is one of the most interesting area to be applied. 

Additionally, the development of the mobile system is moving forward to the touch screen 

system for user friendly and quick access mechanism. Therefore, this paper focuses on the study 

of implementing the Biometric measurement to identify users. We investigate the potential of 

each biometrics behavioral by individual and couple, comprise with the hold-time, the inter-key, 

and the finger pressure. The results have shown that using only the finger pressure with the k-NN 

analytical method can indicate users with accuracy rate as 99% which is the same as using the 

combination of the hold-time and the finger pressure. However, the interaction of all three 

metrics is another alternative method to identify users since the correctness of the identifying 

mechanism is up to 90%.Therefore, implementing these alternative methods as a part of the 

authentication system of the mobile devices can assure that the system is well protected and 

difficult to be broken by any imposters. 
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